
Lightning™

Both certified to NFPA 1983: Fire Escape  

*The FCX is certified to NFPA 1983 in the following Escape Systems: 

FCX FireTech2 Escape System with Lightning or Crosby Hook    |    FCX SafeTech Escape System with Lightning or Crosby Hook (pending)

Sterling Custom Escape Kits featuring the New FCX™

The FCX is a critical component in both our complete, certified escape systems* and our fully-customizable escape kits, which can be 
configured to suit a department or firefighter’s needs. Call your local dealer or 1-800-788-ROPE to build your kit today.

The Sterling FCX
Our most advanced self-rescue device puts control in your hands — 
with superior descent modulation and over-pull protection.

MBS: 3,035 lbs    Weight: 7.8 oz.    UL: NFPA 19832
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U.S. precision-machined 7075-T6 aluminum  

Elevated side rails eliminate glove and sill interference

Click-to-neutral capability makes quick work of horizontal movement

Cam provides superior braking modulation for a controlled descent 

Spring-loaded handle stays out of the way until needed
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Anchor Options (left)

Attachments

Material: Machined aluminum
Weight: 8.0 oz.

MBS Rating (lbs): 5,845
(major axis) Asymmetrical D-shaped with removable captive eye pin  

This low-profile Kevlar® escape belt integrates easily with  
turnout gear. Features adjustable D-rings to keep the attached 
escape system out of the way and also functions as a ladder belt.

NFPA 1983: Heat Resistant Escape Belt 

MBS Rating (lbs): 5,418
Core/Sheath: Technora & Kevlar

Lightning, with hitching slot

SafeD™ Carabiner 

Tech Extension Lanyard 

Bolt Escape Belt™

Hooks offer multiple attachment options,  
both remote and at the sill. 

All-important connections between the escape 
system and the firefighter’s body. FCX FireTech2 Escape System with 

Lightning Hook in the Pocket Bag

Both certified to NFPA 1983: Escape Anchor  

NFPA 1983: Technical 
Pocket Bag (above)

Integrates with existing hook 
and loop closure of any existing 
turnout pocket. High-abrasion 
and wear areas are lined with 
ultra-durable fabric to prevent 
damage to turnout gear from 
hooks and descenders. Also 
functions as a hip-mounted bag.

Lightning GT™

Escape Rope Options (below)

Diameter (mm): 7.5
Core/Sheath: Technora®

Diameter (mm): 8.0
Core/Sheath: Nylon/Technora

NEW - FireTech2™ 

SafeTech™ 

The heart of any escape system is a strong, 
heat-resistant rope: 

FireTech2™ SafeTech™

Material: Machined aluminum
Weight: 7.7 oz.

Lightning GT, with wire-gated hitching slot 

(800) 788-7673sterlingrope.com


